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We are pleased to introduce the first edition of the new INTER PARES
newsletter. It’s another way for us to communicate with you about the
different programming and activities we’re carrying out around the world in
conjunction with our partners in

European Union Member State

Parliaments, the European Parliament, and the Inter-Parliamentary Union.
Continue reading...
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2020 marks the 25th Anniversary of International IDEA. To celebrate 25
years of supporting sustainable democracy worldwide, International IDEA
aims to highlight its work across programmes and regions throughout the
year (read more on the activities organised by INTER PARES in June
on our website). The 25th anniversary will culminate in a global online
conference in November which will discuss the future of democracy, and its
challenges and opportunities going forward.
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Responding to COVID-19: Watch the interview with the staff of the
Czech Parliamentary Institute and learn more about the Czech Parliament's
Education initiative

Podcast Mini-series
The first episode of the INTER PARES podcast, entitled ‘Making parliaments
work for people’ features interviews with Gonzalo Jorro-Martinez, Policy Officer
– Democracy – Parliaments and Political Parties, European Commission, Laura
Thornton, Director of Global Programme, International IDEA, and Jonathan
Murphy, Head of Programme, INTER PARES. The podcast is hosted by by Ingrid
Walker, Associate Programme Officer at INTER PARES. Read more

Listen here

SAVE THE DATE: INTER PARES Live Stream on 30 June
A global lens on parliaments' responses to the pandemic
and the importance of parliamentary oversight
How have parliaments around the world responded to the COVID-19 crisis? What
measures were adopted to continue sessions and meetings? How did
parliaments carry out their oversight role? In order to answer these questions,
we have collected and compared open source data from more than 100 countries
and will be pleased to launch this global research project with you on 30 June,
the International Day of Parliamentarism, 16h30 - 17h30 CEST.

More information will be coming soon

As a part of our social media campaign, we've asked our staff members and
partners to share what they appreciate about the INTER PARES project. More
will be published on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.
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